Undergraduate and Graduate Scholarships

A.L. Littleworth-WRI Endowment

Eligibility
- Student at CSUSB and resident of California
- Minimum GPA of 3.00
- Enrolled in BS program in Geological Sciences – Environmental Geology option or another water-related program
- Demonstrates leadership qualities
- Demonstrates financial need

Maximum Amount of Award $616

James Roddy East Valley Water District Endowment

Eligibility
- Enrolled in water-related program, e.g. BS in Geological Sciences – Environmental Geology option; MS in Earth and Environmental Sciences

Maximum Amount of Award $550

Ruben Ayala Endowment

Eligibility
- Enrolled as a full-time student in an undergraduate program in Geological Sciences, or as a graduate student in Earth and Environmental Sciences
- Minimum GPA of 3.00

Maximum Amount of Award $496

John Brudin Scholarship

Eligibility
- Undergraduate major in Geological Sciences-Environmental Geology option or graduate student in Earth and Environmental Sciences
- Minimum GPA of 3.00

Maximum Amount of Award $1000
Ruben Ayala Scholarship

Eligibility
Enrolled as a full-time student in an undergraduate program in Geological Sciences, or as a graduate student in Earth and Environmental Sciences
Minimum GPA of 3.00

Maximum Amount of Award $450

WRI Scholarship

Eligibility
Full-time undergraduate/graduate student with demonstrated interest in Water resources;
Demonstrated interest in pursuing a master’s degree
Minimum GPA of 3.00

Maximum Amount of Award $432

Mojave Desert Environmental Education Endowment

Eligibility
Resident of or graduate of high school in the Mojave Desert Air Basin
Enrolled as a student (minimum number of units in quarter that scholarship is awarded has to be at least 10) in the undergraduate BS degree option of Environmental Geology or in related degree programs such as BS in General Geology, BA in Environmental Studies, or BS in Health Science-Environmental Health concentration, or enrolled as a graduate student in Earth and Environmental Sciences.
Minimum GPA of 3.00
Must write an essay on environmental issues that affect the Inland Empire or High Desert

Maximum Amount of Award $850
(2 awards of $850 each)